MEDIA RELEASE

The 6th Republic Bank Caribbean Junior Open commenced and closed the first round today April 8th, 2015 with brilliant sunshine at the St Andrews Golf Club, Moka. Participants from Antigua, Barbados, Guadeloupe, Jamaica, Puerto Rico and St Kitts competed in the various categories.

The first round was a battled today with a neck and neck finish in the boys 16-17 division, between Trinidadian Liam Bryden and Jamaican Romain Evans with an even par 18 hole round, whilst a tie between Sol Joanni & Varun Singh.

Ysabelle Lawrence took the lead by lengths shooting a fine 74 to Ana Ferreira in 2nd, Sabrina Mitchell in 3rd and Oliva Clarke from Tobago in 4th.

The girls 14-15 Serena Mackenzie took an eight stroke lead with 78 to Karina Matabadal in 2nd and Sarah Ramphal in 3rd.

Iz Hustler from Barbados and our Ryan Peters came in today tied at three over par in the lead from Trinidad’s Marc Maingot and Hector Rivera from Puerto Rico.

In the age group 11-13, Zoe Correia leads the way by seventeen shots at 97 to Yeji Lee and Azariah Joseph in 3rd.

Puerto Rican Andre Aranguren with a fine leveled par at 72 leading Guadelupean Pierre Garcia 79 and Demar Jones from Antigua Xavier Wiggins tied with 82.

Christopher Richards Jnr. Leads the way with 102 closely followed by Irfaan Emamaliee with 105 and Justin Kublalsingh with 107 and Marlin Ho-Tack from Antigua with 112.

The course and greens were in wonderful condition stated by all golfers.